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With love.

March 6th, 2020 / They say 3am is the soul’s
midnight. Woke at about quarter to 3 last night and
this poem poured out of me. Coronavirus worries,
a first visit to the supermarket only to find the now
notorious bare shelves, fragments of gossip all day
and the night’s relentless news, then a bad headache,
a jangle of nerves and fears running through my
sleep till it all woke me. Light of day may likely
bring more positive thoughts. But there’s something
to be said for automatic writing and telegrams from
the unconscious when they rise and find form.

March 6
ALBATROSS
So now the air itself
has come between us.
Someone has placed an iron bar
between my shoulder blades
and my brain
turning it to make the sign of the cross.
I used to be a poet.
I lived in a memory of Baudelaire’s
Albatross.

I looked at the rain touching puddles,
the sparks of childhood.
Another age. Now the plague comes.
My head aches. Fear rises slowly.
They say it’s panic. But the death list
at the supermarket is precise:
toilet paper, tablets for fever
and headaches, hand sanitizer,
rice and pasta.
They came and knew what to take
like colonisers seeking out
gold, oil, tin.
It’s nearly 3am on the clock,
hard to sleep.
We have had the fires
and the suffocation skies of smoke.
Now another fire burning
for the spirit within
to show us who we are.
This society will die on the
knees of the poor,
forced to work to live
breathing out their dying wish.
It’s a kind of kiss.

What we took is being taken back.
This is the age of silent streets
where the parade is made
of quiet wayfarers
carrying the basics,
rushing home to cover.
Not me, not me, the birds call.
In their beds of sweat,
their homes so big,
those who thought they had wings
fall with the weak and the poor.
Only one way to breathe: desperately.
You can’t be a separate creature.
Listen to the clock. Count
the raindrops in the puddles.
We tried to say, those with
voices and premonitions,
so much earlier,
that you cannot live above
the ones you push below
forever.
But now look at us in the supermarket
glowing with amusement and uncertainty
at the empty shelves.

They say true morality rises from the gut
but what you feel is disgust
at those who got there first
and took everything.
Out in the world a story travels on:
a businessman from Wuhan
flies to Tokyo, first class. Over miso soup
with an I.T. developer he shares laughter
and gold coins while the surface of the soup
captures their shadows. The two part.
Everything ripples.
A boy on a bike arrives
with something cheap for you.
Everything is delivered.

March 12
CONVERSATIONS WITH THE
DEAD
I sit with the dead
but it’s not for them
I cry.
It’s me, it’s me,
and only me,
wondering why
I have to crawl
through suffocation days
and sleep exhausted

with the sweat of ghosts
washing down my face,
my chest, my legs,
the crocodile tears
biting at my eye.
I’m going to talk
to the Roman,
to the exiled painter,
the abused commissioner,
the sexualised owner
of loneliness,
the prophetess
of the Right,
the fearful one,
the historian,
the activist,
the passer-by on a bike,
the doctor in a novel,
the YouTube culture critic,
the journalist summarising,
the kid at the self-serve
supermarket
trying to smile,
the angry friends

that don’t exist
on Facebook,
the mad whisperers
of the new emptiness,
the warning voice
on every train,
the poets
of an old darkness
singing a truth
inside their era’s veins.
Yes, I will communicate
with all of them
about me, about me,
before I die.

March 12th / Was thinking about this poem
last night and realised my previous one
Albatross was mostly about anxiety while
this one explores narcissism and the spiral
inwards. More or less. Many things haunting
the subconscious at this time.

March 13
VIA US
(LEARNING HOW TO BE A HUMAN
BEING)
Love to you my friends,
via us, each of us,
come new beginnings
and a season,
like spring
but nearer autumn,
where all we talk about
is our hunger,

our empty shelves,
the way to measure days
till we can enter back
into whatever we can
make
of this virus,
via us,
that will change our world.
See the magpies
on the electrical wires
glowing in the
afternoon sun.
The old Italian ladies
marching down the street
just like they have always done.
I got death notes.
I got at least six lives
lived of nine.
I got three lives
worth of dreaming
of my children
growing up,
and us
in some other

afternoon sun.
I got the wind now,
cool, ebbing, coming back,
while I sit
on a warm brick fence
and watch the cars pass.
Who will be here
a year from now?
You could ask that
anytime.
World on a tilt.
Worried about
the time
when you can’t breathe.
The house half-built.
The lives not lived.
Nothing much to say
but measure
the glow of the late sun
across the tiles and tin
suburban roofs,
and feel the lives
of all the loved
and loving,

feeling anxious,
trying to be kind,
playing patience,
learning how to be
a human being.

March 13th / I see that artists generally
have these dual responsibilities
currently to be truth-tellers and engage
uncompromisingly with darkness as well
as give some hope and positive energy. Not
everyone can do both, as the times require
the best of us in whatever form it takes.

March 14
STOP / FEEL GOOD
Stop
this way of being
so afraid.
Stop
this panic,
nothing in your hands
not a pill
not a powder
not a piece of paper
not a tin can,
can make you free.

Stop this death of love.
Stop your face
turning to stone.
Stop the lights
that the supermarket
shines into your eyes.
Stop the snarl
and the grabbing,
what you need
your hands can’t hold.
I see a woman
feeding birds meat
in the rain.
I see red seeds
of poison
not to be eaten,
on a tree.
This red afternoon
where blood
and danger
keep coming
at me,
all the signs....
Rotten posters,
fallen bark,

coming dark,
but something
makes me feel
free and good:
music in my ears,
Trippie Redd singing
‘I Love You’.
This reasonless mood
in the after fall
of rain.
This street
so damp and cool.

March 15
POCKET FULL OF GEMS
I found this pearl
at the end of my life
at the end of my world
where the brush trees
scratch the moon
between where I’d lived
and where I’d gone
where the clouds
met a Portuguese church
and the rails of the Inner West
zoomed and chilled
with their own steel

and the stained glass
of God and Mondrian
painted light upon
a choir of dying
SoundCloud rappers
on a train
to the city of change.
It’s time to go down
the stairs.
To meet what’s there.
This year of chaos
equals opportunity
is a spirit thing.
I’ve thrown my lot in
with the poor:
falling gave me ground.
Look at me licking
the night sky
and its aftertaste of rain.
I’m nobody. I’m nothing.
Walking in the dark silk
of a midnight wind
with a pocket full
of all these gems.

March 16
NEW DIMENSION
Let us look upon
one another
in a new dimension.
Let us sing
in the streets
as if we were one.
Let us bring food
to the doors
of the lonely

and the suffering.
Let us delight
in the voices
of children.
Let us sit quietly
on brick fence
in the sun and wind.
Let us feel
these times
as we might sense
the movement
of the sky
from day to night
and back again.
Let us know
ourselves in kindness.
Yes, here I am,
much like you:
a composition
of blood and stars,
oxygen and rain,
skin and love,
wanting to keep
on breathing.

Mark our place
together here,
write a year,
‘2020’,
with ash
upon on a stone.
Let it wash away
in the wind.
Forget about
our names.
There are only
mysterious words
left, then nought.
Compassionate silences.
Clouds that move
like trails into the heavens.
All these intimations
and passing reflections.
The world feels us
then forgets us.
We’re so beautiful
and quickly gone.
We are that one song
being sung.

In a moment in the sun,
just after morning rain,
it’s hard, it’s true,
it’s sad, it’s frightening,
but here we go
into the world we share:
such delight and pain,
kisses, shadows on a road,
messages, sacrifices,
poems, bright green leaves,
headlines changed
to prayers,
a small conversation
between lovers,
between friends,
between neighbours,
between strangers,
between children
and their parents.
Can you remember it
forever and a day?
We are not alone.

March 17
TODAY
Did you see today?
The sunlight perfect.
The sun so warm.
The wind gentle
and soft
and cool
on the skin.
The tender shadows.
It’s only a day.
A day not over.

A day between us.
Everything is alive
and shining.
Let’s cross over
on that line
from nothing lasts
into fleeting joy.
Let’s give
our shadows up
to swimming
in the brilliant sun.

March 19th / Thinking of people in
Italy. Thinking of people here and what
is beginning to happen. Thinking of the
work I do at Addison Road Community
Organisation in Marrickville and what
I see happening there at its Food Pantry.
Thinking of a late-night shop at the
supermarket recently, the empty shelves,
the people talking in the aisles. Thinking
of where we are now, and where we are
headed. Strange times. Together and apart;
apart and yet together...
#IStandWithYou

March 19
MAKING OUR STAND
I stand with you
in a line for food.
I stand with you
and wait.
I stand with you
in measured space.
I stand with you,
my face masked,
our eyes looking in
at our hearts,
our breath
in our ears,
while we listen
out for the call.
I stand with you
in lines,
or loose congregations
like leaves fallen
from a tree
to the stone ground.
I stand with you

in the wind
and the sun,
in the rain,
in the artificial light
of the marketplace.
I stand with you,
a mark in time,
a number,
a letter of the alphabet.
I stand with you,
closed and exalted
in my private music.
I stand with you
in a memory
of conversation.
I stand with you,
catching a glance,
your eyes are blue,
brown, green, hazel,
and I feel I know
you like a deep dream.
I stand with you
with my shopping bag,
with my fears

and positive thoughts,
with last night’s
lack of sleep,
with a strange freshness
brought by a new day,
with a clock in my chest,
with a common heart,
with the giving hope
of poems and songs,
with bread and painkillers,
with Biblical psalms,
with the novels
of Camus and Defoe,
with reams of data
and information,
with dancers on balconies
defying the loneliness,
with the old who still
call hello,
with the young
and their games.
I stand with you today.

March 20th / Another 3am poem. Scratched
out in the kitchen. Funny how the hour
calls. Am calling the poem ‘Barefoot’, but I
did wonder about naming it ‘Required to
Witness’. All the fears and worries coming
up to the surface and waking me. Worried
about going to the supermarket and the
escalation of panic buying. Worried about
the news from America and Italy. Worried
about every little sign of what might well
be a cough or seasonal cold in myself and

others. Worried when a hot day makes me
sweat. It’s a kind of madness. You can start
to feel fated towards some disaster. But
maybe, for all the real seriousness of what
is happening, most of us will be ok despite
some hardship and some illness. And our
fate is to live and see it all pass and get over
the worry and live better. And not let the
bastards win the ‘war’. Hope you have a
bright but cool day, today. It’s going to be
a hot one here in Sydney. A last picture of
summer before autumn shows it’s colour...
March 20
BAREFOOT
I must be frightened.
But not completely afraid.
I wake again at near 3am.
Listen to a clock, slowed,
as if thinking out its moments.
What’s inside of us?
A weight in the stomach.
A taste in the mouth.

Tears new in our eyes.
And at night our dreams
sweating through us
as if we are falling through space
to stain our bedsheets
with our arrival back from ‘there’.
My lover sleeps in a new shiver.
Unlocks the doors of a doctor’s house,
Helps the frightened with medicine.
My children have their own days,
futures that can’t be stopped.
To make a film. Create a song.
Dance with a boy. Scratch colours
to a rhythm that a generation knows.
Or simply ride a skateboard
across concrete waves, all grace
like a cross between
a cat and a bird.
So many mysterious ordinary things
to think about in the night.
The virus is like a listener
I keep company with,

a being inside me
that I talk to,
as I were now
just an old photograph
that made me feel
sweet yet sad.
I must be ready for my time.
To tell everyone the poor
did not have to be as poor as this.
To say the world got selfish
and stupid. And a correction
was always going to come
that none could buy themselves
free of.
That’s politics. It makes me want
to vomit. And takes my breathing
from me. I’d rather think
about the meaning of love,
about my dear friends,
about my children,
about spiritual signals
that come to me
as I walk the city

in a sunlight so perfect
it’s like some last gift.
Here I am. A man at 3am.
Caught in the time of the virus.
Barefoot on wooden floorboards.
Restless. Alive.
I open the doors of the bedrooms
and check on those dreaming.
And in my touch
nothing but love and tenderness.
Required to witness. Asked to live.

March 21
MAP OF MY HEART
I try to pull my children
from the city
and its viral air,
but they live
like rebels
saying no,
maybe, it’s ok,
wandering as nomads
through the skate parks
and pizza parlours,

singing I Love You
by Trippie Redd
then disappearing.
Tears come to me
like a gutter full
of rainwater
diamonds
pouring
from my chest.
I’m full of
another day’s weather,
the echoes
of childhood.
I’m so awfully,
lovingly,
painfully,
connected.
Youngest son
comes home
dragging his skateboard,
wearing pants
the colour
of Saharan dunes:
I make him dinner,

run my fingers
through his hair.
My eldest,
sweet 18,
texts me endlessly
as we argue
about what’s realistic.
It goes on forever,
till I surrender
and beg him
to understand the era:
then a last text
to say I love you,
you’re my eldest son,
now is the time
to talk and be honest,
we need to work as one.
Yes, Dad, yes.
My daughter last,
coming from
the train station.
I get so agitated
I have to meet her
on the corner.
I see her

between shadows
and a golden angled light
that paints the street,
plugged into her
earphones,
dancing as she walks,
nearly 16
she says,
like I don’t know that
and need reminding.
She’s had sushi with friends
in old Newtown,
she wears a Johnny Cash T-shirt,
hip-hop style baggy jeans,
hair dyed black.
Beautiful girl
I like to walk
beside you
in the quiet dark.
Three children,
three points
on this earth,
map of my city,
map of my heart.

March 22
ALL THEM HEROES
Someone waits
for a delivery.
Man in the street
with a spray bottle,
20 parts water
to one part
hospital strength
Pine O Cleen.
He’s spraying
the handles

of his car
before the last
school day
begins
tomorrow
morning.
Tonight
a new quiet
is coming,
he can feel it
like the wind
on his skin.
They say
the virus
gets in your clothes,
that it lives on surfaces,
what you touch,
even your hair;
wash everything.
Wash your hands.
Try to stay safe,
try to stay clean.
Get your clothes off
when you come inside

put them in
the washing machine.
Take a shower.
Drink hot drinks,
drink warm water,
nothing cold.
Leave your shoes
soles up
in the sun,
don’t walk the street
back in.
How can he live,
how can he protect
his kids
from something
he can’t see?
Autumn is here,
winter is coming.
It’s going to be
a long, strange,
hard time,
until the spring.
Will he have a job,
will he have a home,

will he have anything?
One part Plague
to twenty parts
Great Depression?
He can’t know for sure.
All he can do
is get to the IGA
grab some washing powder,
a box of tissues,
the last bottle
of that Pine O Cleen,
and keep on moving.
He looks around
everywhere
for heroes:
a girl at a check-out,
a garbage man working,
a doctor running short
of masks and gloves
at the local hospital
and trying to smile
on TV.
He cleans the car
in the dark.

He sterilises door handles.
Heads back
inside the house,
does the table tops
and random bits
of anything.
Washes his hands.
Washes his hands.
Makes the kids dinner.
Washes his hands.
Writes about it later.
Just one
among millions.
All them heroes,
every day and night,
doing what they can.

March 23rd / It’s difficult to know where
sharing information is helpful and where
it only drives fear and confusion. All a bit
overwhelming. Which is obviously what the
poem is about. I did pause to publish it for those
obvious reasons. Not wanting to be part of
the fear factory. But I hope it’s both useful and
true and leaning towards the better light. I
guess I was seeking out a homeopathic kind of
truth telling, if such a thing can be said. That
I am worried but also trying to nail down
all the necessary new habits and precautions
in my own ragged way.
As are we all.

March 23
MIASMA
Now the homes
of the rich and poor alike
are up for grabs.
Now the lowly renter
can reach for the ankles
of the mortgaged soul
and pull them down
into the same open street.
All our revolutionary books

are being kissed
with years of pain here,
and ideas, once said
to be unthinkable,
are being drunk
like the finest wines
and starting to be
sung to.
Look who comes
out of the miasma
slowly, like a bad joke,
like an act
of graffiti porn,
like a muscle
long exercised
in the steroids
of uselessness
and tattooed predation.
Towing out the dead
and getting over
the virus
will do this gang for a year.
As a society’s spine
snaps, and the backs

of everyone left
turns sad and hunched,
the new promises
and cruel laughter
will get louder
with the dirty work
of getting by.
‘We did not know,’
say the fat cats
and the influencers,
the politicians
who looked
so longingly
at popularity polls,
the media
in all its surface regrets
caught in bed with power,
the real estate hyenas
moving across
their hard, shiny Domain
into the deepest dark
to hide in dust and filth.
We did not know
about the hungry,

the unemployed,
the record numbers
in poverty,
the fear that lanced
the hearts
of the working poor
day after day
for years
until they walked dead
into the worst
of whoever
could take advantage
and give them a day back.
Best get drunk
while you still can.
The rich have
stopped getting richer,
now their shit
will hit the fan.
Did not know?
Did not care?
The time has come
where far too many
will be made to understand.

March 23
LOVELY AND STILL
After jotting down
a long communiqué
of hate and karmic revenge,
measuring our society
in a terrible premonition,
I give up on the shadows
and swim through them
to ordinary mystical spaces.

A girl rides her skateboard
past my lit face,
her brother runs ahead.
A young couple walk their dog
big as a woolly mammoth,
laughing, in love at day’s end.
A young man walks home,
suit jacket blowing open
in the wind,
something about his thin body,
as it moves, speaks of the law,
and even a line of decency
that so far has not given in.
Bats drag themselves, winged,
into the low dark trees.
A single star shines
as if to say
this way to Bethlehem.
Only a few cars
in the street,
passing like the wind.
Homes are alive,
windows glow,
dinner time

for those within.
The sky keeps calling
from above the street,
its evening clouds
like wet paper
afloat on a still-blue,
strange metallic river.
The star glimmers
right through me.
A tree moves,
aquatic, sensitive.
Another car goes by.
Waiting, waiting here.
All so lovely and still.

March 23rd / I was seeking out the calm
space before the coming storm, I guess.
Trying to get ‘centred ’ again.

March 26
DAMAGE DONE
Juice Wrld sings the devil
out of an oblivion party song
from the land of ghosts where he lives
and the gang where he first came from.
Welfare minister tells me, just
a few months ago, about the waste
of giving money to the unemployed,
how they’ll piss it all away

and get off their face
it’s the only thing they know how to do.
Even then, I thought ‘hypocrite’,
you’re saying something half true,
because I couldn’t blame ‘em,
if that was your life, so would you.
Now the unemployed,
souls wrecked and anaesthetised,
are getting fistfuls of fresh cash
chucked at them, like they
been finally recognised.
Sick society, diseased surfaces,
this virus that’s come after the fire
is showing how we will get
what we deserve.
Is it any wonder there’s no line
between the drunks and the addicts
and a looting future
groomed in the mirrors
of our political liars?

I ain’t been drinking for a year.
I’m not going back into the numb.
But you can’t preach to me about
the undeserving poor anymore.
And you can’t use your money
to undo all the damage
that was done.

March 26th / I have been really lucky
through journalism and editing magazines
to work with world class designers and
photographers, some of whom have got pretty
famous. Not in their league at all but definitely
learned to look more at making an image via
working with them. I probably only get good
ones half the time with poems. Am working so
fast it’s the speed or timing that matters, the
nearness to the moment. Am probably more
focussed on poems too, but they both matter
and often image will be a driver to a poem or
part of it, or something I was trying to find to
match a poem somehow. People must wonder
about me in the street, looking possessed.

March 26
HAVE TO GET GENTLE
Have to get gentle,
have to get gentle before I go.
Have to get gentle,
have to be a shadow in sun,
have to be like a fallen leaf,
have to be a friendly face
floating in the past.
Have to get gentle,
have to kiss my children

and touch their hair.
Have to get gentle
and sit on a fence
writing poems.
Have to get gentle
with a body on fire
and call out a song.
Have to learn how
to breathe in the sky.
Have to sense the
last day’s warmth
on my neck.
Have to make use
of my anger
and let it go.
Have to get gentle,
have to stand tall,
have to figure myself
in a new way,
like the sound of rain
this morning early
in darkness,
the tin sweetness
of its rush

through the guttering.
Have to get gentle.
Have to listen
for the spirits
in the air.
Have send love
via telepathy
to the souls I knew.
Have to find tenderness
in all the urgency.
Have to get gentle
and wind my bones
into the frail, fallen
branch
of a wine red
bottlebrush tree.
Have to get gentle
and put on
my torn red
flannelette shirt;
have to watch
the shadows of birds
reflected in windows.
Have to be here

in an Inner West street
on March 26th,
with the afternoon sun
in my eyes
and my heart beating
full of words.

March 27
IN A DREAM
Here I am
In another house
worried something’s wrong with me,
speaking to you before the dawn,
writing down thoughts,
coming to you as a poem,
coming to you as a memory.

I’d like to see you now sleeping.
Putting my hand over each of you,
feeling your body through the blankets,
the steadiness of how you breathe.
In the half-light, barely able to see,
something about you, my children,
glows softly for me.
I have a sore throat. A mild headache.
I blow my nose. I wash my hands.
I self-isolate. But in my mind
I fly to you, asleep, and sit there
Just for a moment, the same as always,
my hand over you, sensing
your aliveness, communicating
some aura of love like a radiance.
We talk on the phone. Banal things.
You’re all stuck inside. Doing schoolwork.
Chatting to friends online. Listening
to music. Gaming. Being bored.
I suggest reading a book,
‘Catcher in the Rye’
and I can hear you roll your eyes.

It’s like a soft temporary cage
that your energy can’t abide.
Teenagers needing your friends,
needing the streets, the skate parks,
the cinemas, the shopping malls,
to see a concert where the singer
is ‘lit’ and cool and calling out
the new rages and dreams and loves,
in the new language of your time,
all the things you are feeling.
Here I am,
a message in a bottle,
another drop of salty tears
sliding off my skin from the endless sea,
another human being
marked by life’s mistakes
and beautiful things
like the wind in the trees,
like the town I came from –
made of steel and beaches,
stormwater drains and bicycles,
workers and football,
and a harbour where great ships

came in for coal
parting the water like parting worlds.
The harbour shines. The wind blows.
I’m fishing from a wharf with friends.
We cut across railway tracks.
We explore streets, ghost houses,
tunnels, the early night
of industrial landscapes
under green lights and flames.
We are like animals,
free and unconscious,
and when it rains we get soaked
to the skin and laugh.
And then we walk for miles
as if we were in a dream.
Wild things. Hearts singing.

March 29th / I really want people to see
and connect with the work as much as I
can make that happen. But I do worry.
For me and my kids, and the bond with
them, being alive to be with them.

March 30th / It’s pretty obvious what
it is all about – the big shadow coming,
trying to get ready, worry for my kids, love,
trying to make some peace with myself and
leave a few things for my kids. As well as
be hopeful and make people feel less alone
with all that inner turbulence… It was
better to write on f ire. Once I knew I was
on a roll, I still tried to ignore the bigger
thinking so I stayed in the moment more.
Also just not wanting to jinx myself as I
wrote. Though I was aware of following
a darker poem with a more positive one.
But that was as much for me and my kids
too. Trying to write myself upwards with
the poems.

April 3
BLACK BLANKET
I see us
in the curve of our love,
kissing in the sunlight
in a park.
I see my children,
walking them to school
in the forever long ago,
holding their hands,
believing in them,
our endless being.

I see us, friends,
digging in soil,
moving stones,
making a new place,
quartering oranges
and resting sharp
in our laughter.
I see the night
of dancing,
the roadside hurricanes
of passing trucks,
the traffic lights
like jewels
that guide us home.
I see the conversations
in the car,
big questions,
simple answers,
the closeness
of the journey,
just two of us
horizon-faced.

I see the rain
on the beach.
A collection
of small rocks
with seams like milk
and a rumour of ghosts
in their constitution
like a strange whisper.
I watch you walk.
I watch you play.
I hear your songs.
And if the time comes
to die alone and in torment,
crying out the names of the loved,
I, and others like me,
will have held our time,
and known it as surely
as a sheet of stars
on the black blanket,
where we last dreamt
then went to sleep,
shedding our tears
like light.

April 3rd / Funnily enough, just thinking
about the last thing I wrote, ‘Black Blanket’.
Wondering if it is a night poem written in
the morning,or a morning poem written
for the night.

April 3
BEAUTIFUL RAIN
Beautiful air
light rain
kizza me
in the dark
violet flower
of the evening.
Beautiful rain
shining road
slow-moving cars
my skin wet with sky

and palm trees
above waving.
Kizza me
rain that falls
upon my skin
hesitating
to touch
then touching me.
Beautiful air
soak my clothes
in your special night
my aloneness
in the street
after seeing my children
divine and not lonely.

April 6
CONNECTION BLUES
When you were connected,
when touch was allowed,
when to hold one another
had a place in your life
without even thinking.
When the streets were full
of people and carelessness,
and the coming of the night
was a beckoning for entertainment.

When you played The Jam,
to remind you of youth a-burning,
and read ‘Five Bells’ again
all the way through,
to get that understanding
time was something slipping
away away away from you.
When the twilight was a stream
of silver like something
you were swimming.
When the phone booth was lit
like a busted-open museum.
When your shadow struck a wall,
and waited for the night to disappear.
When you were here and there,
fathering. Finding your children.
When the particles of love
that made you who you are
were near and all around you.
In the time of touching
when skin was best:
a hand, a kiss, a shoulder,
a neck, a brushing of the hair.

There were no masks.
The moon was as it was.
And all who knew one another
had a face.
When the struggle to connect
was not always easy
but not so ruled by space.
When all of this
was taken for granted.
And now you have to wait,
standing back and living
against the virus,
outside of chance,
in the twilight blues
of waving and simply watching,
taking in the closeness
from the strangeness
of a calibrated distance.

April 8
HOMEWARD BOUND
Each of you
stars shining
guiding me home.

April 8

April 8
BACK HERE
Back in the forest of stones.
Back with the prayers and the weeds.
Back where it ends and begins.
Where the young come at night
to dance and get drunk,
and the old walk their dogs
in the day.
Back where the hum
of the street
is the song

of a King.
Back where the artists
and rangers are dead.
Back where each memory
is carved, then painted
in cracks of moss green.
Where the trees writhe
from the ground,
like dream creatures
from the strangest
and stillest of seas.
Back breathing
in this cemetery,
where everyone comes
just to be.
Yeah, I’m back here,
where the walls
hold the sky high above,
and a history of lives
keeps on calling to me,
with the same old stories
of how it was
a good hundred years ago:
the pain and the love,
the child and the God,

the name and the shadow,
the time that was spent
in-between.
In a garden of stone
my company kept,
with the things
that have changed,
and the feelings
that always will be.

April 8th / I was thinking all kinds of
things. How stars keeping sending their
light after they are long dead. How we are
made of stardust, like the song says. How
people, good and bad, provide a kind of
light for our journey, positive or even negative. All this coming into my sleep and
more, waking me.

April 8 & April 9
RESURRECTION DAY
Back from the dead
where I was only
whispered to,
ticketed with
my second chance
after a testing time
that came to me
this way:
Do you know someone?
Have you ever travelled?

Answering the questions
and still identified as a risk,
your throat hard,
and tight as rope,
a fever, a bad sleep,
maybe. Maybe.
You enter the ward,
everybody’s made
of sky-blue paper and plastic,
rustling in their disposable uniforms,
attending to heart rates and thumbs,
temperatures and ears,
plastic and nasal cavities,
wooden sticks on tongues.
When you stand
they wipe your seat down,
kinda casual, like
wiping you away.
A woman waits at
the next room’s metal door,
smiling heavy with her eyes
like it’s time to say
goodbye.

Email please, card,
next of kin,
in an emergency,
married, single,
de facto, friend?
Nurse and doctor,
clipboard orderly,
all those floating eyes
and fragile masks,
pinch the nose
and scroll it down
safely over
your poison mouth.
Wash your hands
right over there,
everything goes
into that bin,
touching nothing,
everywhere
the brightest lights
and sharpest,
cleanest oxygen.

Open glass doors
when it ends,
with your elbow
not your hands.
Ash Wednesday
is still going on
in the sky-grey afternoon
with the lightest touch of rain.
You walk the blue line
up the driveway
of the RPA,
the heavy leaves
rattling above.
Some grubby pigeons
stalk a stone fence,
feathers stirring in the wind
like they might lift their wings
and fly or lurch away.
You’ll know the truth
from 24 to 72,
you’ll count
the heart-beat hours

until Resurrection Day.
An answer in the
spit and heat
of who you are:
going down
the viral stair
into a darker room,
or lucky you,
you live to walk
another breaking day.

April 11th / Getting tested is not something
you really want to do. But it’s become the new
normal, and a warning shot across the bow of
your life when you go through it. RPA were
just great, so on top of it all, so careful and
efficient and tender in how they operated. I
felt lucky to go there. I did not know how
worried I was till they phoned me back a day
later to give me the results. You get a little kick
in the stomach that something very serious is
being told to you. It played out okay for me.
The troubling element is an awful feeling
you will have to come back again – and the
answer may not be so good the next time. It
feels like everyone is caught up in this dark
new game of probabilities. How do we live
with it?

April 12
SUN CATCHER
Nothing’s going to stop the sun,
nothing’s going to stop the new day
coming till it’s done,
and then the night,
and then the morning
like today,
coming to the shining street
to warm your skin
and be with you,

or shine on bright
without you anyway.
I watch the magpies
stalk the road
for gutter meat.
I see the class war
posters on the empty store
with a message
on ending
ownership and rent.
I got the sun on my neck,
and The Strokes singing
in my ear about
“staying hungry”
and “not getting angry”.
I’m living in a society
that’s sailing on
like the story of
a long lost ghost ship.
I avoid people
getting close to me,
all this nervous energy
walking down the street.
And the sun is glowing

so warm and bright
across my face,
and as I turn
to cross the road,
so beautiful and perfect
so warm across my neck.

April 12
EASTER SUNDAY
Easter Sunday
I see my kids.
I walk to their house
in autumn sun,
in mid-lockdown,
missing them,
feeling near
for half an hour:
piece of chocolate,

“remember when,”
TV shows,
T-shirt design,
kiss a shoulder,
toast and Vegemite,
find some closeness
from a doorway,
keep it with me
when I leave,
the sunlit street
its shadows sweet,
homemade brownies
in my hand.

April 13
THE MAGIC HOUR
Walking the afternoon streets of the Inner
West, waiting for that time the American
film director Terrence Malick called “the
magic hour”.
It’s still too early yet, not silver enough by
half, but the coolness hints at the night to
come, and the promise of the first stars.
Everywhere joggers and cyclists and prams

and dog walkers, a father and his daughter,
mothers and her son, and stumbling
explorers looking at nothing much but
their iPhones.
In the era of COVID-19 you’d think we
had just discovered all at once how to walk
and wander.
I’m listening to The Strokes’ ‘Not the Same
Anymore’. This great and bitter line about
how “you’d make a better window than a
door”.
Sometimes you have to wonder if the
psychic chemistry of song writing really
does come down at each of us like a knife
from the gods. Not separated at all, but
strangely webbed in resonances just off the
edge of explication, and right on the button
of feeling.
I see an old yellow painted corner store
converted into a home, a teddy bear hoisted

to a high window peering down the street.
I see new apartments across a main road
that look like an attempt to picture the
future. Only a few lights on.
I hear garbage bins being dragged on
their wheels, bumping the gravel of the
pavement. I hear the light rail pass in a
vibration that passes through the homes
that line the tracks. Noises that even
penetrate the music on my headphones.
Ibis strut across the side streets. Slowmoving cars with early headlights on,
cruise some territory between care and
aimlessness and predation.
A Chinese couple rob bins of their plastic
and cans to cash in at recycling machine
somewhere else tonight. Clouds are fallen
from some higher place, talc on the god
blue of the sky and further on, towards the
horizon, a faint orange discolouring edges
the night’s first greys.

The trees and their hanging branches and
leaves remind me of scratches and weeping.
Suffering, green and shapely and alive from
another time, almost able to speak if you
want to stop and hear them.
In the gutters I see childhood, it’s stones
and twigs and places to sit and talk.
Street lights are coming on. Eyes of gold.
I walk uphill in the middle of a road, my
legs growing longer, my breathing stronger
in the electrical oxygen of an evening
freshness.
I’m so tall the trees seem to move or touch
my hair. I find a place to stand and watch
the sunset spread in a flame of pink across
the houses before me. I think maybe, today,
I can walk across the roofs and step into a
magic hour.

April 16
ANOTHER LOVING
Don’t you worry,
even though
all I’ve got
is a lullaby,
a little song in words
to say that it’s ok.
A matter of some
fragile feelings
that the first
strong wind
could come along
and blow away.
And if every

reassurance
should be buried
with each night
and shadowed day,
does it mean the sun
will never come
and shine again?
You know that that’s
a foolish thing to say.
All our agony,
all our ending love,
separated only mortally.
Think of another time,
the leaves green
and trembling
on heavy trees,
the weeds over-growing
the tilted stones,
and maybe, somewhere,
a prayer,
written and fading
right beside
your fading name.
A lullaby of light and wind
erasing you,
and somewhere else

another loving
already underway.
And what do the living
and the loving say?
Repeated vows,
beautiful sounds,
timeless being,
spoke and said
and lived again,
connecting the breath
of careless tomorrows
to the way we lived,
here and now,
to all the things
we tried to be and give,
inside this place
we had to leave,
entering into memory,
then forgotten entirely,
nothing left
but how we were
today,
all of us released
forever
into the silver wind
this way.

April 17
SPIRITS IN THE NIGHT
Park life eh? The smell of freshly cut grass
on football field. The little chill of dusk on
the skin at end of day.
The damp ‘toof ’ sound of ball kicked
hard. Children calling, dogs barking, a
single hand clap, a piece of conversation
submerged in a plane overhead coming in
to land.

I stand in the middle of a place like this
and feel the past.
The trees look like giant sea anemone
faintly a-swim in an aquatic breeze.
Observers and absorbers of our being.
A sunset the colour of a pencil stirred in
clouds, brightens and drifts into nothing.
My eldest son plays football into the dark
with his friends. Kicking and running, their
bodies turning into shadows as it gets dark.
The lights of the cars on the main road are
red as religious icons.
Can the world ever be the same again?
After now?
All around me, like this same coolness
blowing across my skin, I sense a great
change confirming itself upon us, even as
we linger in a present that already feels it is
our past.

The wind picks up. Inhabits my clothes,
runs through my hair. I’m alive to it,
claimed by it.
Today, visitors have come to this park to tie
ribbons and necklaces and gifts to a tree for
a young boy who died only a few years ago.
One long goodbye inside us, expressed in
its own ways.
I watch my son take a gift from around his
neck and bound a storm-wire fence to get
to the tree. He wraps whatever it is on a
branch with tenderness. Then he climbs the
fence again, still inside a kind of privacy,
and walks by me towards his friends.
They go deep into the green field to play
their game.
They return to the tree in the dark. More
privacy for their group ritual of goodbye.
They sit on stone seats afterward and talk

and laugh. Look at their phones a while.
I hear them as they shake the storm-wire
of the fence and make it shimmer at their
touch. I search for my son’s voice amid the
other boys, like a musical tone that goes
deep into me.
Later we walk the circle of the park
together. Me and my son and his dog.
People come toward us, then move apart,
their iPhones lighting their faces and
torsos, all of them spirits in the night.

April 18
AUTUMN CROWN
When a number comes
and I count years
instead of days.
When I walk
in pale
and aching bright,
mid-afternoon
autumn blue,
and the trees

approach me,
gesturing
green shadows
and figures
of pale light
as a reading
in philosophy
written on
the ground.
When the sun
is a source
of wisdom
just by being
warm on my skin.
When all I see
is made of colours,
blowing round
in the wind;
when I’m 60,
and this old man
gets young again,
walking on a street
beside my sons,
feeling like a man,

feeling like a father,
feeling like a king,
wind and sun
combed down
through my hair
with my fingertips.
Can you see it,
the golden glow,
here and now,
of my autumn crown?

April 19
PART OF ME
I drive my daughter to the river
on the first day of my new decade.
She smells of strawberries, tropical
fruit gum, do you want some?
Nah, not for me.
She’s meeting a new friend,
she tells me of an old friend
she does not much see.
One morning in April
in an old white car
with a dirty windscreen.
I see her learning about the way
life flows, shining and hard,

mysterious and steady,
towards the things you can’t see.
She gets out in the car park,
impatient to be the real
free soul that she is.
Impatient to go walking.
Impatient just to be.
Small talk on a Sunday
dissolves into the light,
along with intimations
of our present
and passing eternity.
I play a song of rebellion,
‘They Don’t Own Me’,
as I drive away.
I have to be back
to get her by 3.
Freedom and growing up.
The river, the sun.
My daughter today.
She’s got her new shoes on.
She’s got a life of her own.
Yet still that feeling
deep down inside
of her being
part of me.

April 21st / One of my favourite films is
‘Biutiful’. It deals with everything from
love to psychic energies, to facing death, and
with it, the need to be carried from one world
into the next. The dead and the living are
communicating with one another all the time,
I always thought. It’s a form of consolation
and guidance to tune into, if you can manage
it. Maybe that’s why a random quote from
the poet John Keats has come into my orbit
today, words taken from Keats’ letters just
before he died. They hit me like a bell being
struck – and seem to be a part a commonly
shared intuition these days: “I have a habitual
feeling of my real life having past, and that
I am leading a posthumous existence.”
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Poems from inside the Corona
Via Us is a collection of poems exploring the impact of COVID-19
on an individual and the society he exists in. The meaning and
nature of love, in particular relation to parenthood and connections
to one’s children, is vital to the work. Questions of mortality are
inevitably raised; reflections coloured by the virus as awareness of
its presence grows. The writing struggles with isolation, but is also
ecstatic with this same energy – connecting it to our era and its
strangely separated, socially distanced, yet deeply shared mood. The
goal is not just poetry, but a form of existential reportage enquiring
into the day-to-day conditions of the world: journalism with an
inner eye.
It’s a vision supported by photographs taken at the same time as
each work was being written: a few images even initiate the drive
to create a poem; most are taken to enhance what is developing,
or has just been set down in words. With the exception of some
handwritten works from a notebook, all poems and photos were
developed on an iPhone 9 using Notes and Camera facilities. All
poems were developed over a period of seven weeks, from early
March till just after Easter in April 2020. All poems were written
in the Inner West of Sydney. Via Us is a diary of this place and time.
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Reactions to the Poems
The work here is just great. It’s so terrific to hear a poet speaking
with a real voice. Keep going, Mark. You are tuned into reality and
it’s gripping.
– Robert Adamson, Net Needle, The Clean Dark, Canticles on the Skin
In these mad times we are living in what feels like a ‘soft temporary
cage’ where we’re all trying to make sense of the world as mothers,
fathers, daughters, sons, friends, lovers and strangers. In this painful
yet extraordinarily tender collection, ‘VIA US’ the poet is stripped
bare and stands before us wearing nothing but his humanity, his
fears and his love. Using his pen as scalpel, Mark Mordue cuts
carefully into the most tender parts of himself to express his fears,
love and hope for his children and the world at large. He has nailed
his inner world and we emerge the better for having entered it. In
the absence of masks and hand sanitiser these poems bring our souls
protection and a sense of hope that is desperately missing in these
times. These poems feel like slow oxygen, like prayers (religious or
non-religious), like lullabies, like love songs (or perhaps all three)
and as I read them, I am walking the dark streets of the Inner West
of Sydney with the poet at 4am. The poems are accompanied by a
series of arresting images that bring even more poignancy to the work

and their combination brings a quietness. A stillness. A dissipating
of the noise. These poems offer themselves up to each of us asking
nothing in return and remind us that, regardless of how stuffed full
your garage may be of toilet paper, lentils and pasta, love is actually
all that matters and it exists in each of us in abundance.
–– ali whitelock, and my heart crumples like a coke can
Looking at your poetry I see the ‘universal’ language of being the
creator and father figure… poetry like yours, poetry of other figures
I admire, as I read it a ‘no matter where you go, there you are’ feeling
wells inside of me. It’s the underlying sigh of our state of being.
– Samuel Wagan Watson, Smoke Encrypted Whispers
Mark Mordue is just one “man at 3am/caught in the time of the
virus” but these poems, some of which were indeed penned at this
ungodly hour as he conjures up unsettling images of desperation
and uncertainty, are a salve to the soul. In a world askew, with
pestilence lurking outside our very doors, Mordue says: “I stand
with you”. He makes us feel less alone in Via Us; it’s the “Us” in
the title that is at the pulse of the collection. He sees our confusion
and our anxiety and through these quiet, reflective poems, he does
not dismiss them but honours them.
– Thuy On, Turbulence
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April 2020 AD.
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